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Introduction   

 
This guide is a general introduction to postdoctoral fellowships and research funding opportunities for early-

career researchers in arts, social sciences and humanities. The information on the various schemes outlined 

here has been mostly gathered from the funding institutions’ websites, and is intended to be a starting point 

for your own research on the topic. Funders often change their eligibility criteria, application processes and 

deadlines, and even well-established annual competitions may be changed or even discontinued. Given this, we 

would advise you in all instances to check the relevant institution’s website if you are intending to make an 

application. 

 

Fellowships and grant funding require institutional support, which means that you will need to talk to your 

head of faculty/department at an early stage, in order to discuss the type of support the faculty/department 

can provide. It is important to make sure that whoever is hosting you is aware of what kind of support the 

funder is expecting the host institution to provide. This is especially important in the case of replacement 

teaching (which must be discussed and agreed with your head of faculty/department before the application is 

made) or where a financial contribution of the university is required.  

 

This guide also gives a basic indication as to whether the fellowship or grant is intended to cover all the 

research project’s costs (this is usually labelled ‘full economic costing’ – fEC), or whether it will only cover 

them in part (such as the Leverhulme Early Career Fellowship, which funds up to 50% of salary costs).1 Of 

similar importance is the information relating to the level of overheads that can be expected from the 

different schemes. If your head of faculty/department is in any way unsure about the financial implications of 

grants, he or she is advised to contact the University’s Research Operations Office, whose staff would be happy 

to explain these implications on a case-by-case basis.   

 

Fellowship or grant? 
This guide focuses on postdoctoral fellowships and research grants. Postdoctoral fellowships are often thought 

of as short-term posts designed to help with the development of an academic career. In the case of research 

grants, the focus is on the research project and usually a team of researchers coming together under a 

Principal Investigator (PI), although several of the schemes listed here are designed to give early career 

researchers their first opportunity to play a role in research leadership. Another possible option is to link up 

with an established researcher and apply as a named researcher on her or his grant. You could be named as 

either a Co-Investigator, Research Associate or Project Coordinator. This would open up funding avenues that 

are only usually available to those on permanent contracts. In addition to the experience gained while working 

on such funding applications, you might also be able to substantially shape the project and enhance the 

chances of funding success. This can be of considerable mutual benefit. 

 

The type of post or grant which will be best for you depends on your needs and priorities. Do you want a year 

or two to write up your PhD and begin establishing a publication record? Are you ready to develop a new 

research project? Do you want experience leading a team of other researchers? Given that competition is 

fierce, it is always advisable to keep several options open and not only to apply to a single scheme.  

 

                                                           
1 Full Economic Costing is explained at:  http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/cam-only/univ/fec/ 

https://www.research-operations.admin.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/cam-only/univ/fec/
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Subject-specific 
This guide focuses on some of the major fellowship and funding competitions, but is by no means exhaustive. 

The research website for the arts, humanities and social sciences provides a growing resource of background 

information about funding opportunities, schemes and available support 

[www.ahssresearch.group.cam.ac.uk]. One specific source of information about opportunities in your subject 

area is the Research Professional2 database of funding opportunities that is freely available on campus (off 

campus only after registration on the website). The database allows subject-specific searches for funding 

options and schemes (such as grants or fellowships), as well as funding for conferences and travel. Each 

faculty has set up their own subject-specific email funding newsletter which can be accessed via your 

Departmental Administrator. Other sources of information may include subject-specific email lists and 

discussion groups in your research area that link researchers nationally, as well as through networking at 

academic conferences. 

 

It is also worth looking for smaller amounts of funding which can cover research expenses, conference or 

seminar costs, or short-term visits to archives and libraries abroad. Research Professional is a very useful tool 

for finding these which is intuitive and easy to use. Online training is available through the website and also by 

your Departmental Administrator or Research Grant Administrator on how to use the database.  

 

General guidance and support 
Apart from formal applications for funding, many job and research opportunities can emerge through 

personal contacts. Apart from participation in academic conferences and workshops, it is therefore useful to 

build up a network of people at Cambridge. Possible avenues for sharing research ideas are CRASSH fora, 

reading groups, seminars and lectures in faculties, research centres and colleges. Initial information on 

seminars and similar activities can usually be found either via your Faculty/Departmental Administrator or 

through the university website. Informal networking with peers and senior colleagues should not be 

underestimated and is a common way of exchanging ideas at Cambridge. These avenues can often help you 

develop new research ideas, broaden your research perspective and agenda, as well as germinate new 

collaboration and funding ideas.  

 

When you have decided which funding schemes you would like to apply to, then there are a range of support 

structures that can be of help to you. The research website for the arts, humanities and social sciences is 

building up a growing repository of useful information for applicants. Your faculty/department is the primary 

source of advice for fellowship applications but where applying for a research grant advice can also be sought 

from the School Research Facilitators. They can offer information on the funding bodies and their schemes 

and can provide support with writing grant applications and offer feedback on draft applications. Whenever 

possible, they can also provide examples of successful applications. They work primarily on large grant 

applications where the prospective host institution is Cambridge 

 

In terms of more general advice on how to approach writing your application, the ESRC has developed a 

helpful guide on how to go about funding applications (see Appendix 1). See also the comments by an 

experienced researcher on how to write a successful application (Appendix 2).  

 

Each faculty/department also has dedicated Research Grant and Departmental Administrators whom you 

                                                           
2 http://www.researchprofessional.com/  

http://www.ahssresearch.group.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.researchprofessional.com/
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should contact. They are there to offer expert help and advice with the financial/budgetary aspects of 

applications. All funding applications need final clearance from the Research Office Operations team. Their 

role is to check issues of eligibility, as well as the financial and contractual side of your application. Should you 

need guidance on contractual arrangements, for example as a College Teaching Officer, please contact your 

subject-relevant contact at the Research Office. 

 

For large grant applications and particular funding schemes, the University operates an informal peer review 

process composed of members of staff sitting on official peer review panels. This peer review is currently in 

place for the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) and the Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC). Peer review of your application takes, at the longest, four weeks, but is often quicker. If you have a 

well-developed draft of your application and would like to submit it to the peer review panel, please contact 

the Research Facilitators. 

 

If you would like to know how a postdoctoral fellowship or research grant might fit within your overall career 

plan, or even whether either option is the right one for you, then you may want to consult the University 

Careers Service. Diane Caldwell-Hird is the dedicated Careers Adviser for research staff in the arts, humanities 

and social sciences, offering information and guidance whatever your career aspirations. Check out the Early 

Careers Blog for Researchers which is curated by Careers Advisers from the Cambridge and Oxford University 

Careers Services. It provides up-to-date insight into the climate of early career research, aids for exploring 

next career steps, guidance on job applications both within academia and beyond.  

 

  

http://earlycareerblog.blogspot.co.uk/p/about_23.html
http://earlycareerblog.blogspot.co.uk/p/about_23.html
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The Grant Application Process: Six Key Steps 
 

1. Find a scheme 

Your Faculty or Department will alert you to many of the major funding schemes via email, but it’s 

also worth doing your own research. The AHSS research website (ahssresearch.group.cam.ac.uk) is a 

good starting point; here, you can find the latest funding scheme timetable, which gives a yearly 

overview of all the major schemes. 

 

It’s also worth keeping an eye on the major funder pages for updates: UKRI, Leverhulme, ERC, and the 

British Academy are good places to start. Third-party resources, which compile lists of funding 

sources, are also available, such as the Research Professional database (free for members of the 

University). Bear in mind that all schemes will have specific eligibility criteria that you will need to 

meet in order to apply. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Check your eligibility 

Common eligibility criteria for candidates include nationality/residency, employment status, and years 

of postdoctoral experience, but others may apply. Project eligibility criteria may entail restrictions on 

the types of expenses that can be claimed and the type of activities that can be carried out. Make sure 

you understand and fully meet these before you start preparing your proposal. You’ll find a guide to 

scheme eligibility by postdoctoral experience on page 8, below. If you’re unsure about your eligibility, 

do get in contact with one of the School’s Research Facilitators, your Departmental Administrator, or 

your Faculty’s Research Grants Administrator, who may be able to help. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Prepare your proposal 

Contact your Faculty’s Research Grant Administrator as early as possible to discuss the project. They 

will be able to provide support with producing the budget and filling out the application forms, and to 

advise how complete an application will have to be before it can be assessed for departmental 

approval. Contact a School Research Facilitator to discuss your project ideas – and how they fit with 

funder priorities and requirements – and to obtain feedback on proposal drafts. All funders will 

provide details of the application process, what the scheme will fund, and their requirements for 

proposals on their websites. You should read through the relevant documents for each scheme 

carefully before you begin writing. Discuss the costing of the proposal with your Research Grant 

Administarotr, who will compile the ‘X5’ costings required by the Research Operations Office. 

 

 

http://www.ahssresearch.group.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.ahssresearch.group.cam.ac.uk/res-fund-opps/2018_19Fundingschemestimetable_forcirculationfinal.pdf
https://www.ukri.org/research/global-challenges-research-fund/interdisciplinary-research-hubs-to-address-intractable-challenges-faced-by-developing-countries/
https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/grant-funding
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/index.html
https://www.britac.ac.uk/funding-opportunities
https://www.researchprofessional.com/0/rr/home
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4. Seek as much feedback as possible 

Seek internal peer review either informally by approaching individuals or by using the formal peer 

review structures where applicable. Ask your academic mentor or other colleagues for feedback. 

Contact Research Facilitators about use of the university’s peer review procedures (for AHRC and 

ESRC only). Send proposal drafts to Research Facilitators for feedback.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Obtain departmental approval 

Hosting research always entails a departmental commitment in terms have of space, human 

resources, and risk. It’s therefore essential that you obtain departmental approval before submitting 

any grant application. In cases where approval has not been properly sought and given, it may be 

necessary for a successful award to be declined. University approval is also required for many 

schemes; this will not be confirmed until departmental approval is received. The approval process 

varies somewhat across differing Departments and Faculties, but, in general, it is a good idea to seek 

approval or discuss it with your Research Grant Administrator as early as possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Submit – on time and with institutional approval 

Most funders will require you to complete an online application form, but some will have a specific 

email address to which application documents must be sent. Where an online portal submission is 

required, clicking ‘Submit’ will usually forward the application to the Research Operations Office first 

so that they can check it against the X5 costing and provide institutional approval. Where there is no 

portal, completed application documents must first be sent to the Research Operations Office 

manually (via the RGA) so that they can be checked and approved before final submission. 

 

The ROO will ensure that the department’s expectation of the project matches what is being 

submitted and check for errors to identify any issues that could cause the application to be rejected.  

Full applications must be submitted to the ROO at least five working days ahead of the final deadline. 

Extended checks of application content will be provided if the proposal is submitted to the ROO at 

least seven working days in advance of the funder’s deadline.  

 

  

https://www.research-operations.admin.cam.ac.uk/applying-funding/application-deadline-changes
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Overview of eligibility for standard research funding schemes for the arts, humanities and social sciences          

The overview is just indicative. Please check the eligibility criteria of each scheme via the scheme website for complete and current information.     
Please note that there are likely to be additional subject-specific funding schemes in your research area. These tend to be less competitive and can be found via 
Research Professional alongside all other funding options for UK researchers: http://www.researchprofessional.com/  

    

    
                      

 
Years since PhD 

                   

Standard Research Funding Schemes pre-submission 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
 
>15  

    

BA Postdoctoral Fellowship*                                        
Leverhulme Early Career Fellowship*²                                        
Junior Research Fellowships                      

ESRC Postdoctoral Fellowship                      

Wellcome Trust Research Fellowship*²                                      Fellowships  
Wellcome Trust Investigator Award*³                                     

 
 

AHRC Leadership Fellows - early career *¹                                        
Marie Sklodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships                                     Grants   
EPSRC Fellowship                                        
BA Mid-Career Fellowship*                                         
AHRC Leadership Fellows³                                     There is no fixed 

minimum time since 
PhD and display is just 
indicative. 

Leverhulme Research Fellowship³                                     
Leverhulme Major Research Fellowship³                                     
BA/Leverhulme Senior Research Fellowship³                                     
Leverhulme Research Project Grant                    

ESRC New Investigator Grant*                                     
ESRC Secondary Data Analysis Initiative*4

                                       
ESRC Standard Grant*³                                         
AHRC Standard Grant*³                                     more suitable for early 

career researchers to be 
Co-I with established 
academic than to be PI 
themselves. 

AHRC Standard Grant - early career route*³                                    
ERC Starting Grant*                                     
ERC Consolidator Grant*                                     
ERC Advanced Grant*                                     
Wellcome Trust Collaborative Award³                                        
BA/Leverhulme Small Grants scheme                                        
Wellcome Trust Small Grants in HSS                                         
                                        
* career breaks such as maternity cover and illness or time outside of academia can be taken into account.             
¹ normally at least one year at the university; two years of post-doctoral experience; within eight years of award of PhD or within six years of first academic appointment.      
² only unestablished staff can apply (without permanent contract)                     
³ only established staff can apply (or with commitment of University to employment over course of grant plus 3-6 months). See funding guides for specific detail per funder or scheme. 
4 more senior academic can apply with a junior academic as Co-I                     

https://britac.ac.uk/british-academy-postdoctoral-fellowships
https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/grant-schemes/early-career-fellowships
https://esrc.ukri.org/funding/funding-opportunities/postdoctoral-fellowships/
https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/research-fellowships-humanities-and-social-science
https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/investigator-awards-humanities-and-social-science
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/leadershipfellowsecr/
http://ec.europa.eu/research/mariecurieactions/about_en
https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/skills/fellows/
https://www.britac.ac.uk/british-academy-mid-career-fellowships
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/leadershipfellows/
https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/grant-schemes/research-fellowships
https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/grant-schemes/major-research-fellowships
https://www.britac.ac.uk/british-academy-leverhulme-senior-research-fellowships
https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/grant-schemes/research-project-grants
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-opportunities/new-investigator-grants/
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/research/our-research/secondary-data-analysis-initiative/
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-opportunities/research-grants/
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/researchgrantsstandardroute/
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/researchgrantsearlycareers/
https://erc.europa.eu/funding/starting-grants
https://erc.europa.eu/funding/consolidator-grants
https://erc.europa.eu/funding/advanced-grants
https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/collaborative-awards-science
https://britac.ac.uk/ba-leverhulme-small-research-grants
https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/small-grants-humanities-and-social-science
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Section One:  

Postdoctoral Fellowships – Annual or rolling programmes 

 
 

AHRC (Arts and Humanities Research Council) 

 

Scheme title:  Leadership Fellows – early career route 

Discipline:  Arts and Humanities  

Timetable:  No fixed dates  

Duration:  6-24 months  

Costing:  Between £50,000 and £250,000 at full economic costing. 

Eligibility:  At the time of application, applicants must : 

 have been employed by the submitting University for at least one year 

 have a contract that lasts until at least the end of the proposed fellowship activities 

 have at least two years of post-doctoral experience; and 

 be within eight years of the award of your PhD or equivalent professional training or be 

within six years of your first academic appointment (either full-time or part-time which 

lists research and/or teaching as the primary function). Career breaks such as maternity 

leave will be taken into account. 

 

Purpose:  Leadership Fellowships are aimed at supporting applicants in taking forward new avenues of 

research which they have developed since completion of their PhD, or to pursue new research 

directions which have evolved from their PhD research. They are not designed, though, to 

write up doctoral theses for publication. Alongside the individual research, the applicant is 

supposed to develop collaborative activities with the potential for having a ‘transformative 

impact on their subject area and beyond’. The idea is that these activities will develop the 

fellow’s capacity to become a research leader in the arts and humanities. Strong evidence of 

institutional support for the proposed fellow’s career and leadership development before, 

during and after the award is required from the university. 

 

Scheme website http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/leadershipfellowsecr/   

 

 

British Academy 
 

Scheme title:  BA Postdoctoral Fellowships 

Discipline:  Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 

Timetable:  Annual Competition.  

Deadline for submission of outline proposals:  Early October  

Results of outline stage expected:   January (invitation to submit full application)  

Research beginning on or after:    1 September.  

Please check the website for the yearly deadlines.  

Please note that internal selection according to the University’s restricted calls policy is in operation to 

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/leadershipfellowsecr/
http://www.research-strategy.admin.cam.ac.uk/restricted-calls-funding/restricted-calls-procedure
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manage demand for this call. Please contact the faculty or Department you are applying through for more 

information.  

Duration:  3 years 

Costing:   full economic costing 

Eligibility:  Applicants have to be within three years of the award of their doctorate.  

Number of fellowships:  Up to 45 awards  

 

Purpose:  This scheme is designed to enable outstanding early career researchers to strengthen their 

experience of research and teaching in a university environment, which will develop their CV 

and improve their prospects of obtaining permanent lecturing posts by the end of the 

Fellowship. Applicants are expected to be at an early stage of their academic career. 

 

Scheme website:  http://www.britac.ac.uk/british-academy-postdoctoral-fellowships 

 

 

Leverhulme Trust 

 

Scheme title:  Early Career Fellowships 

Timetable:  Annual Competition for all disciplines 

Deadline is in early March of each year. Application materials can be accessed from the Trust’s 

website from January. The Trust will report results to applicants by the end of May. 

 

(Note: for Cambridge-based applications, there is a pre-selection competition run by the Isaac Newton Trust, 

which will provide the matching funding for successful applicants. You must apply to the Newton Trust before 

submitting your application to the Leverhulme Trust, and you need to secure the support of a host department 

before approaching the Newton Trust. The Newton Trust deadline for applications is in January and potential 

applicants are strongly advised to check details with the Newton Trust3 directly.) 

 

Duration:  three years (may be held part-time) 

Costing:  The Trust will contribute 50% of each fellow's total salary costs up to a maximum of £24,000 

per annum, with the balance to be paid by the host institution. Given the prestige of the 

awards each fellow may request annual research expenses of up to £6,000 to further his or 

her research activities. 

Eligibility:  Applications are invited from those with a doctorate who had their doctoral viva not more 

than 4 years before the application closing date. Career breaks will be taken into account. They 

may not currently hold, or have already held, a full-time established (i.e. permanent) 

academic position in a UK university or comparable institution in the UK or a fellowship of 

equivalent duration for independent research. This would exclude current holders of British 

Academy Postdoctoral Fellowships or Junior Research Fellowships of three years duration, for 

example. 

 

Number of fellowships:  There are approximately 100 fellowships available in 2019. 

 

                                                           
3 http://www.newtontrust.cam.ac.uk/  

http://www.newtontrust.cam.ac.uk/
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Purpose:  Early Career Fellowships aim to provide career development opportunities for those who are 

at a relatively early stage of their academic careers but with a proven record of research. It is 

anticipated that a Fellowship will lead to a more permanent academic position. Fellowships 

can be held at universities or at other institutions of higher education in the UK. 

 

Please note:  The Leverhulme Trust strongly encourages applicants for its Early Career Fellowship scheme 

to change institution away from the university where they received their PhD or otherwise to 

provide a very robust justification for why this would not be beneficial.  

 

Scheme website:  http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/ECF/ECF.cfm 

 

 

Scheme title:  Study Abroad Studentship 

Timetable:  Annual competition 

Deadline:  January of each year 

 

Purpose:  The scheme allows time for training, network building, etc and is aimed at postdocs but can 

even be used by pre-doctoral students. The scheme covers travel expenses, a salary of £18k 

p/a and an additional £6k for dependents. The scheme is currently highly undersubscribed. 

 

Website:  https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/grant-schemes/study-abroad-studentships  

 

 

Wellcome Trust Research Fellowships – Humanities and Social Sciences 
 

Discipline:  The Wellcome Trust funds research in the humanities and social sciences with relevance to its 

remit. Please read the Wellcome Trust Strategic Plan for further information.  

Duration:  Up to 3 years full-time (under exceptional circumstances also part-time).  

Costing:  Provides research expenses and a salary (plus employer's contributions). 

Timetable:  Biannual Competition with deadline for submission of outline proposals in late June and early 

December. Deadlines for full applications are in early August and early February respectively. 

Please check the website for the yearly deadlines.  

Number of Fellowships: around 12 awards per annum  

 

Purpose:  To support researchers at all stages of their career to conduct a period of research. Eligibility: 

Applicants must not be in an established academic post (i.e. not be in an open-ended 

contract) and must hold a PhD.  

 

Websites:  http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities-and-social-science/Funding-

schemes/Research-fellowships/index.htm  

 

  

http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/ECF/ECF.cfm
https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/grant-schemes/study-abroad-studentships
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/About-us/Strategy/index.htm
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities-and-social-science/Funding-schemes/Research-fellowships/index.htm
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities-and-social-science/Funding-schemes/Research-fellowships/index.htm
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Wellcome Trust Investigator Awards – Humanities and Social Sciences 
 

Discipline: The Wellcome Trust funds research in the humanities and social sciences with relevance to its 

remit. Please read the Wellcome Trust Strategic Plan for further information. 

 

Eligibility:  Applicants must be in an established academic post (i.e. in an open-ended contract) and be 

no more than five years from appointment of their first established academic post at the date 

of submission (career breaks will be taken into account). Candidates are expected to have a 

strong, internationally competitive track record with publications that make a significant 

intellectual contribution to research. 

Duration:  Up to 5 years full-time  

Costing: Provides research expenses of between £100,000 and £200,000 per year. The award covers 

research expenses (including research assistance), travel and subsistence and funding for 

collaborative activity, capacity-building initiatives, public engagement initiatives and research 

leave, symposia and dissemination activities. Salary costs are not included. 

Timetable:  The annual deadline for applications is in early September. The Wellcome Trust encourages to 

discuss eligibility and project suitability before making an application (deadline for these CV 

detail checks is mid-July). The application must be accompanied by a statement of 

commitment of the University. Shortlisted applicants will be invited for interviews in late 

January of the following year. Number of Fellowships: around 8 awards per annum 

 

Purpose:  To support leading early career researchers to follow a compelling long-term vision for their 

research. 

 

Website:  http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities-and-social-science/Funding-

schemes/Investigator-Awards/index.htm  

 

 

European Commission: Horizon 2020 
 

Scheme title:  Marie Sklodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships  

Discipline:  All disciplines 

Costing:  Full Economic Costing 

Timetable:  The calls for Individual Fellowships tend to be launched in March of each year with a 

September deadline for submissions. 

 

Purpose:  Individual Fellowships support the mobility of researchers within and beyond Europe - as well 

as helping to attract the best foreign researchers to work in the EU. The grant usually covers 

two years' salary, a mobility allowance, research costs and overheads for the host institution. 

Individual researchers submit proposals for funding in liaison with their planned host 

organisation. Proposals are judged on their research quality, the researcher's future career 

prospects, and the support offered by the host organisation. Fellows can also spend part of 

the fellowship elsewhere in Europe if this would boost impact, and those restarting their 

career in Europe benefit from special eligibility conditions. European and Global Fellowships 

available. Strict mobility criteria apply. 

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/About-us/Strategy/index.htm
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities-and-social-science/Funding-schemes/Investigator-Awards/index.htm
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities-and-social-science/Funding-schemes/Investigator-Awards/index.htm
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Website:  http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/marie-sklodowska-curie-

actions 

 

Call portal: 

 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/msca-if-

2018.html  

 
 
 
 
  

http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/marie-sklodowska-curie-actions
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/marie-sklodowska-curie-actions
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/msca-if-2018.html
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/msca-if-2018.html
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Section Two:  

Postdoctoral Fellowships – Individual institutions (including JRFs) 

 
Postdoctoral Fellowships funded by individual institutions including universities, colleges and specialist 

research centres are also available. Some are linked to broad subject areas or disciplines, others are more 

specialised. Institutions will advertise through websites such as www.jobs.ac.uk, the media (The Guardian, 

Times Higher Education Supplement etc), and their own websites. 

 

Cambridge and Oxford Colleges regularly advertise Junior Research Fellowships (JRFs) in a range of subjects 

for varying numbers of years. They are advertised in The Reporter as well as in some instances on jobs.ac.uk. 

They vary from college to college as to subject area, number offered, number of years of tenure, pay, 

obligations, and method and timing of application; but some colleges now share an online application system. 

Timing of the announcements also varies from college to college and year to year, so it is difficult to predict 

exactly when they will be advertised. For good information and advice from current JRFs about the nature of 

such fellowships and applying for them, see http://www.careers.cam.ac.uk/pdocAHSS/welcome.asp. 

 

Many large research projects involve the creation of postdoctoral research fellowships. These fellowships 

usually involve working with collaboratively with the projects’ PI and usually last for the duration of the 

project. EURAXESS lists many such postdoctoral fellowship opportunities available across Europe: 

https://www.euraxess.org.uk/united-kingdom/find-job  

 

 

  

http://www.jobs.ac.uk/
http://www.careers.cam.ac.uk/pdocAHSS/welcome.asp
https://www.euraxess.org.uk/united-kingdom/find-job
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Section Three:  

Research Grants 

 

Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) New Investigator Grants  
 

Duration:  Grants for three years  

Funding:  Up to £300,000 at 100% full economic costs. 

Timetable:  no deadlines at ESRC; assessment is three times per year in March, July and November with 

10-12 awards at each round; please be aware of certain rounds being more competitive than 

others therefore. 

 

! The scheme operates under a Cambridge internal selection with three internal deadlines in March, June and 

November. Calls for expressions of interest will be circulated through departments and faculties! 

 

Eligibility:  Applicants should not have more than four years of post-doctoral experience (career breaks 

including maternity and paternity leave or pro-rata work can be deducted). Applicants can 

apply from anywhere in the world but need the agreement of a UK university to host them. 

Applicants cannot have been previously PIs on an ESRC or other UK Research Council grant. 

Please check the eligibility criteria BEFORE applying as these may have changed in the 

meantime. 

Applicants need to find a potential mentor at the University (not normally your former PhD 

supervisor) who commits between 1 and 3 hours per week to supporting the PI in leading the 

project. The relevant host department needs to approve your application from the outset. For 

interdisciplinary projects, a Co-Investigator from another discipline is desirable.  

Number:  ESRC aims to make around 30-35 awards per annum. 

Applications can be for ‘blue sky’, strategic or applied research. Proposals are assessed for 

their originality, contribution to knowledge; research design and methods; value for money; 

outputs, dissemination and impact. Consider also the appropriateness of your mentor, career 

and skills development and, where appropriate, mobility plan. 

Website:  http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-opportunities/new-investigator-grants/  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ESRC Standard Grants 

 
Funding:  Grants range from £350,000 to £1.0m at 100% full economic costs (fEC). 

Duration:  Up to five years 

Timetable:  Applications may be submitted at any time – allowing time for processing. The majority of 

decisions are announced within 26 weeks of submission. 

Eligibility:  Applications can be for ‘blue sky’, strategic or applied research, and the ESRC is keen to 

encourage fresh ideas from new researchers. At the time of application, applicant PIs must 

either have a contract of employment with their research organisation in place for the 

duration of the award, or an assurance from the submitting institution that, if the proposal is 

successful, a contract of employment will be given that covers the period of the award plus an 

additional 3-6 months. This scheme lends itself for un-established researchers particularly to 

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-opportunities/new-investigator-grants/
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apply as co-investigator or postdocs. 

 

Website:  http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/funding-opportunities/3717/research-

grants.aspx 

 

 

ESRC Secondary Data Analysis Grants 
 
Funding:  £15k-£300k at 100% full economic cost.  

Duration: Up to 24 months 

Timetable:  no deadline  

Eligibility:  No present UK university affiliation is required but need agreement of a UK university to host 

applicant.  

ESRC welcomes proposals that aim to exploit secondary data from a range of UK and 

international data resources funded by ESRC and by other agencies. ESRC strongly encourages 

non-academic collaboration and expects research to aim at non-academic impact.  

ESRC strongly encourages applications that include a named early career researcher as 

principal investigator or co-investigator and/or applications that seek to use one or more 

ESRC-funded data resources. 

Number:  ESRC aims to make around 10-15 awards per year. 

Website:  http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-opportunities/secondary-data-analysis-initiative-sdai-

open-call/  

 

 

AHRC Standard Grants – route for early career researchers 
 

Funding:  £50,000 to £250,000 at 100% full economic costs (fEC) 

Duration:  Up to five years. 

Timetable:  Applications may be submitted at any time – allowing time for processing. The majority of 

decisions are announced within 30 weeks of submission. 

Eligibility:  The scheme is for any type of ‘blue-sky’ or applied research. At the time of application, 

applicants cannot have been a principal investigator on an AHRC funded project.4 They must 

have either a contract of employment with their research organisation in place for the 

duration of the award, or an assurance from the submitting institution that, if the proposal is 

successful, a contract of employment will be given or extended that covers the period of the 

award plus an additional 3-6 months.  

 

In order to qualify as an ‘early career researcher’ following AHRC’s definition, you need to be: 

 either within eight years of the award of your PhD or equivalent professional training; or 

 within six years of your first academic appointment (either full-time or part-time which 

lists research and/or teaching as the primary function). 

                                                           
4 Exempt from this clause in 2013/14 were RGPLA/Small Grants, Research Leave, Early Career Fellowships, Fellowships in 
Creative and Performing Arts and the Research Networks and Workshops scheme. 

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/funding-opportunities/3717/research-grants.aspx
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/funding-opportunities/3717/research-grants.aspx
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-opportunities/secondary-data-analysis-initiative-sdai-open-call/
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-opportunities/secondary-data-analysis-initiative-sdai-open-call/
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Career breaks such as maternity leave will be taken into account. 

Website:  http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/research/researchfundingguide/researchgrantsearlycareer/   

AHRC Standard Grant 
 

Funding:  £50,000 to £1million at 100% full economic cost (fEC) 

Duration:  Up to five years. 

Timetable:  Applications may be submitted at any time – allowing time for processing. The majority of 

decisions are announced within 30 weeks of submission. 

Eligibility:  Applications is for any type of ‘blue-sky’ or applied research. At the time of application, 

applicant PIs must have either a contract of employment with their research organisation in 

place for the duration of the award, or an assurance from the submitting institution that, if the 

proposal is successful, a contract of employment will be given that covers the period of the 

award plus an additional 3-6 months. This scheme in particular lends itself to un-established 

researchers to apply as co-investigator or postdoctoral research associate. 

 

Website:  http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/researchgrantsstandardroute/   

 

 

European Research Council Starting Investigator Grant 
 

Funding:  Up to €1.5M per grant  

Duration:  Up to 5 years 

Timetable: Calls for proposals are normally issued in August, with a deadline for submissions in October. 

Eligibility: Candidates can be any age and of any nationality, though must have obtained their PhD more 

than two years but less than seven years before the 1st January of the Work Programme year. 

For researchers who are seven-twelve years post-PhD, the ERC runs the Consolidator Grant 

scheme.  

Purpose:  ERC Starting Grants are designed to support outstanding early-career researchers in all 

disciplines who are beginning to create their own independent research team or programme. 

The aim is to fund projects carried out by individual teams which are headed by a single 

Principal Investigator (PI) and, as necessary, include additional team-members. The 

constitution of the research team is flexible. 

A competitive Starting Grant Principal Investigator must have already shown the potential for 

research independence. For example, it is expected that applicants will have produced at least 

one important publication without the participation of their PhD supervisor. Applicants should 

also be able to demonstrate a promising track-record of early achievements appropriate to 

their research field and career stage, including significant publications (as main author) in 

major international peer-reviewed multidisciplinary journals, or in the leading international 

peer-reviewed journals of their respective field. They may also demonstrate a record of 

invited presentations in well-established international conferences, granted patents, awards, 

prizes etc. 

Website:  http://erc.europa.eu/starting-grants 

 
 

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/research/researchfundingguide/researchgrantsearlycareer/
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/researchgrantsstandardroute/
http://erc.europa.eu/starting-grants
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Section Four:  

Small grants – some suggestions 
 

Many of the small grants schemes that formerly existed with Research Councils have now ceased to exist. Some 
examples of funding schemes are below, but please check Research Professional for relevant schemes in your 
subject area, which are usually less competitive and therefore offer a better chance of success.  
 

 

British Academy Small Grants Scheme 
 

Funding:  £500-£10,000  

Duration:  up to two years 

Eligibility:  You need to have completed your PhD but do not need to be presently in employment at a 

University. Applications can be for funding of individual or collaborative research projects but 

not exclusively for conference organisation or attendance. 

Timetable:  There are two rounds each year with deadlines in early April and early November. 

Website:  http://www.britac.ac.uk/ba-leverhulme-small-research-grants  

 

Wellcome Trust Small/Seed Grants Schemes 
 

The Wellcome Trust funds research in the humanities and social sciences with relevance to its remit.  

Please read the Wellcome Trust Strategic Plan for further information. 

 

Wellcome Trust small grants 

Funding:  Up to £5k (£10k if with international participants)  

Purpose:  Scoping exercises, meetings, conferences, symposia; minimum of three months between 

submission date and start date;  

Timetable:  Applications are considered any time throughout the year. 

 

Wellcome Trust seed awards 

Funding: £25k-50k for 6-12 months;  

Purpose:  Exploration of bold methodologies and/or innovative ideas which have to aim at a larger 

project, including where necessary to large grant proposals at WT or another funder 

Timetable:  Three deadlines per year, next one in July 2015. 

 

Website:  

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Society-and-ethics/funding-schemes/Small-grants/index.htm  

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Society-and-ethics/funding-schemes/Seed-Awards/index.htm  

 

  

http://www.britac.ac.uk/ba-leverhulme-small-research-grants
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/About-us/Strategy/index.htm
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Society-and-ethics/funding-schemes/Small-grants/index.htm
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Society-and-ethics/funding-schemes/Seed-Awards/index.htm
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Cambridge Humanities Research Grant Scheme 
 

Newton Trust Small Grants, Tier 1 of the CHRG scheme 

Funding:  Up to £1,500 

Duration:  Up to 12 months 

Eligibility:  All Cambridge staff on research contract (including Senior Research Associates, CTO, JRF but 

not visiting or other affiliated researchers). Approval to apply from home Faculty or 

Department needed. 

Purpose:  Short-term support for initial/experimental research, or to expedite a research output. 

Preference for funding junior-level research assistance. Costs relating to (i) conferences and 

(ii) the direct costs of publishing outputs will not be considered and applicants may not apply 

for their own salary costs or other direct personal support. 

Timetable:  Michaelmas and Lent  

 

Website:  http://www.csah.cam.ac.uk/Research/CHRGS  

  

 

British Academy Rising Star Engagement Award 
 

The British Academy’s new Rising Star Engagement Awards (BARSEA) enables established early career scholars 

to actively engage in the work of the Academy and to enhance their own skills and career development 

through the organisation of events, training, and mentoring activities for a wide range of other early career 

researchers. This scheme is NOT an offer to enable a scholar to undertake research. 

 

Applications are invited from early career scholars within 10 years of the award of their doctorate, and 

ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom. Candidates must also be able to demonstrate their academic 

credentials to be leaders in research through suitable marks of esteem awarded prior to the submission of the 

application. Please note, applicants are required to have a Fellow of the British Academy (FBA) champion their 

candidacy. The FBA Champion’s support is an endorsement of both the applicant and the proposed project. 

The Academy is unable to assist applicants in procuring an FBA Champion. 

 

Eligible costs include travel, accommodation and subsistence; organisation of conferences, workshops 

whether academic or non-academic. Approximately 30 awards will be made per annum. 

 

Website: http://www.britac.ac.uk/british-academy-rising-star-engagement-awards  

 
 

  

http://www.csah.cam.ac.uk/Research/CHRGS
http://www.britac.ac.uk/british-academy-rising-star-engagement-awards
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Section Five:  

Other sources of funding – some suggestions 
 

For international staff exchange and networking schemes with developing and middle income countries 

please check the opportunities advertised by the Newton Fund: http://www.newtonfund.ac.uk/. The Newton 

Fund currently addresses opportunities with the following countries: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Egypt, 

India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, South Africa and wider Africa, Thailand, Turkey 

and Vietnam. 

 

The following is a list of some examples of government and charity funding: 

 

Government departments 
 

Department for International Development 

Research for Development http://www.dfid.gov.uk/R4D/ 

Research portal for DFID. DFID does not accept speculative proposals, but issues research calls inviting 

proposals. 

 

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/evidence/funding/  

Research portal for DEFRA. DEFRA does not accept speculative proposals, but issues research calls inviting 

proposals and also has an email newsletter with funding calls. 

 

 

Charities, trusts, and foundations 
 

Nuffield Foundation 

Children and Families, Law in Society, Education and Open Door research on topics, which support the 

Foundation’s objectives to ‘improve social wellbeing’. Relevance to policy and practice would be desirable. 

More details:  http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/ 

On Research funding opportunities see http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/grants-research-and-innovation-

projects  

 

Esmee Fairbairn Foundation 

£30 million annually towards work principally in the arts, education and learning, the environment, and 

enabling disadvantaged people to participate fully in society. 

More details: http://www.esmeefairbairn.org.uk/about-us.html 

 

The Gerda Henkel Foundation 

Gerda Henkel offer funding for Research Projects and Research Scholarships in the historical humanities 

(History; Prehistory and Early History; Archaeology; Art History; Historic Islamic Studies; Legal History; History 

of Science). They also have thematic calls that have recently focused on Islam and Security and the State. 

More details: http://www.gerda-henkel-stiftung.de/grants   

http://www.newtonfund.ac.uk/
http://www.dfid.gov.uk/R4D/
http://www.defra.gov.uk/evidence/funding/
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/grants-research-and-innovation-projects
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/grants-research-and-innovation-projects
http://www.esmeefairbairn.org.uk/about-us.html
http://www.gerda-henkel-stiftung.de/grants
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Fritz Thyssen Stiftung 

Support of projects by the Fritz Thyssen Foundation focuses on scholars in the humanities, social science and 

biomedicine fields. Applications can be made in the fields of: 

History, Language & Culture 

The interdisciplinary field "Image and Imagery" 

State, Economy and Society 

The interdisciplinary field "International Relations" 

Medicine and the Natural Sciences 

Interdisciplinary projects are also welcomed by the foundation.  

More details: http://www.fritz-thyssen-stiftung.de/funding/types-of-support/?L=1  

  

http://www.fritz-thyssen-stiftung.de/funding/types-of-support/?L=1
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Appendix 1   ESRC guidance on writing a good proposal  
 

1. Allow yourself time 

Preparing a draft proposal and consulting on it, preparing the project costings and getting advice on these, as 

well as reading the regulations of the grants scheme to learn what is and what is not permissible, are all time-

consuming parts of the process of application. 

 

2. Study your funding source 

All funding agencies will have their own criteria for deciding on allocation of their resources. It is worth while 

taking time to familiarise yourself with these and ensuring that your proposal clearly addresses your targeted 

source of support. 

The ESRC is an agency funded by the government and its mission is "to promote and support by any means, 

high quality, basic, strategic and applied research and related postgraduate training in the social sciences; to 

advance knowledge and provide trained social scientists which meets the needs of users and beneficiaries, 

thereby contributing to the economic competitiveness of the UK, the effectiveness of public services and 

policy, and the quality of life; and, to provide advice on, and disseminate knowledge and promote public 

understanding of, the social sciences". 

Four characteristics of all successful ESRC research grants are constant. They must: 

 

 promise excellent research 

 be of value to potential users outside or within the research community 

 convince of the ability to deliver research 

 demonstrate value for money (not necessarily the same as cheapness). 
 

3. Read the rules 

...and the guidance notes attached to the application form which are designed to help you through the 'filling 

in' process. This cannot be over-stressed; familiarising yourself with the content of the ESRC Research Funding 

Guide may seem tedious but will help you to avoid basic mistakes which at best will require clarification with 

office staff and at worst may prejudice chances of success. Make sure you are using the current versions of 

the application form and Research Funding Guidelines. If in doubt check with the office staff at the Council. 

(More information on electronic applications to the ESRC.) 

 

4. Discuss your proposal 

...with peer groups, colleagues and, if you are a relatively new researcher, with senior and more experienced 

researchers. Experienced collaboration or supervision rarely goes amiss. If you have never sent in a proposal 

to the ESRC before try to get the advice of someone who has already been successful. Contact the people you 

intend to nominate as referees and make sure they know what you are doing. It is not uncommon for 

nominated referees to be unaware of the substance of the work they are asked to comment on, have little 

knowledge of the applicant or his/her work, or give a very poor grading. Some have even been known to 

decline to comment! 

 

5. Justify your costings 

...which should be considered with care and close reference to the ESRC Research Funding Guide. A maximum 

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/guidance/applicants/research-funding-guide.aspx
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/guidance/applicants/research-funding-guide.aspx
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/guidance/applicants/Je-S-electronic-applications.aspx
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/guidance/applicants/research-funding-guide.aspx
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of 2 sides of A4 is allowed on the compulsory justification attachment to the application.  Be realistic - lavish 

costings are unlikely to find favour with Panel Members and a proposal which promises the earth at 

remarkably low expense will be regarded with caution. Applicants should think carefully about the time and 

resources needed to complete the research successfully within the specified period. Awards will be based on 

the eligible costings included in proposals and will be subject to standard indexation and cash limited at the 

time of announcement so it is important to get costings right when applying. A well thought out financial plan 

helps to create confidence in the proposal generally. Give as detailed a breakdown of costs as possible so that 

the Panel can properly assess the case for support. Do make sure that what you are asking for is allowed 

within the regulations. Bear in mind that ESRC is looking for value for money. 

6. Content and Presentation 

The research proposal is the means by which you will be trying to convince the Panel that your proposal is 

worth funding so think carefully about what information you are going to give and how it is presented. Make 

sure you think your plan through and cover all stages. 

Ask yourself the following questions: 

 Have I clearly formulated the problem, have I put it in context of contemporary scientific and 

theoretical debates, demonstrated the way in which my work will build on existing research and make 

a contribution to the area? Is there a clear and convincingly argued analytical framework? What will 

the research do, to whom or to what, and why? 

 Have I established appropriate aims and objectives? Are they clear and concise, do they reflect 

intellectual aims and practical, attainable objectives?  

 Have I provided a well-thought out research design in which there is a reasoned explanation of the 

scale, timing and resources necessary? Am I being realistic about these? Am I using the most relevant 

approach and the most appropriate methods? How will it relate to and deliver the objectives?  

 What will my research design allow me to say in the interpretation of anticipated results?  

 Have I given a full and detailed description of the proposed research methods? Is there any innovation 

in the methodology I am planning to use? Am I developing any new methods or using established 

methods innovatively?  

 If I am using data collection have I considered already existing data resources? Have I contacted the 

ESRC Economic and Social Data Service (ESDS)? Am I sure that access will be given where necessary, 

and do I have written confirmation of this? Am I convinced of its quality, validity, reliability and 

relevance? Have I considered the costs of cataloguing and preparing data for archiving?  

 Have I demonstrated a clear and systematic approach to the analysis of data and how this fits into the 

research design?  

 Have I thought about the ethics of what I am planning to do? Are there any sensitive issues or 

potential problems which need to be addressed? Have I fully consulted on these issues and obtained 

the approval of an ethical committee where required.  

 Have I recognised and planned for the skills and competencies that will be required to bring the work 

to a satisfactory conclusion?  

 Have I anticipated potential difficulties? Have I shown that I recognise these and discussed how they 

would be handled?  

 Have I provided a bibliography? This will be used in the selection of referees and will indicate your 

familiarity with the theoretical grounding and current state of the art of your subject. Where there is 

genuinely little or no relevant literature, explain this fully. Panel members and referees will not 
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assume your erudition, they want evidence.  

 This proposal will be subject to the critical appraisal of my peers. Am I satisfied that I have fully 

defended my chosen research design and made it clear why others are not appropriate?  

 Have I identified potential users of this research outside of the academic community; have I 

involved/consulted them in my planning? Have I arranged for their continuing involvement in the 

research process in an appropriate way?  

 Have I considered the possibility of co-funding of the research, with ESRC being asked to provide only 

a proportion of the project funding?  

 Have I provided a clear dissemination strategy for the research demonstrating how the research 

outcomes will be communicated to all interested parties including potential users of the research 

outside of the academic community?    

Convey to the Panel your genuine interest, understanding and enthusiasm for the work. Keep the following 

questions in mind as you plan: 

 what is the story you are telling? 

 who is the audience?  

 why does it matter?  

 why now?  

 why you?   

 

On proposals under £1 million, 6 sides of A4 for the case for support are allowed (12 sides of A4 for proposals 

over £1 million). It is also important to make sure that you devote enough space in the proposal to describing 

the research you intend to conduct and the research design and methods - the Panels find it very frustrating 

when applicants devote pages to explaining why their proposed research is exciting but then provide only a 

short and inadequate explanation of how they propose to explore this in practice. 

Write in plain English. Your proposal is likely to be seen by many people, including some who will not be 

familiar with your particular specialisation. Detail and specification may necessitate the use of disciplinary or 

technical terminology and this will be clear to peer reviewers, but the ideas you wish to convey and your 

reasons for doing so should be apparent to a wide audience. By the same token, do take the trouble to check 

spelling, grammar and punctuation. These are all part of the quality of presentation and presentation 

matters!   

 

7. Dissemination and Impact 

Our mission places emphasis on ensuring that researchers engage as fully as possible with the users of 

research outcomes. These may be other academics, government departments, public bodies, businesses, 

voluntary organisations or other interested parties. Try to consult with and involve people who could make a 

valuable contribution to the research and who could provide support and interest. 

In line with the common position on Excellence with Impact adopted by RCUK, the ESRC expects that the 

researchers it funds will have considered the potential scientific, societal and economic impacts of their 

research. Applicants should actively consider how these can be maximised and developed through the 

Pathways to Impact document (formerly known as Impact Plan) in their application. This will form part of the 

peer review and assessment process. Opportunities for making an impact may arise, and should be taken, at 

any stage during or after the life-course of the research. It is important that researchers have in place a robust 
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strategy for maximising the likelihood of such opportunities arising and their own capacity for taking 

advantage of these. 

 

8. Check the details 

Once you have completed the application form make sure that all the required information is provided. Some 

of the most common omissions and problem areas are: 

 

 an unrealistic start date 

 missing details of previous/current proposals with reports on current projects or end-of-award 

reports where required. We will not process new proposals if an End of Award Report is overdue 

 a proposal not limited to 6 sides of A4 (or 12 sides in the case of applications over £1 million) 

 no covering letter in the case of resubmissions 

 

9. What happens next? 

For the Research Grants scheme: 

Proposals receiving an average score of at least 4 (out of 6) from external academic reviewers are forwarded to 

the Panel Members (Introducers) for a funding recommendation. Proposals receiving a lower average score 

are rejected as not meeting the requisite scientific standard. In this case, the referee comments may offer 

some helpful guidance but you really need to think carefully about the quality and value of the work you have 

proposed.  

Proposals receiving an average Panel Introducer score of greater than 4 (out of 10) are forwarded for 

consideration at the Panel meetings. Proposals receiving an average score of 4 or below from the Panel 

Introducers are not forwarded to the full Panel meetings and are rejected at this stage. 

At the full Panel meetings a proportion of proposals will be recommended for funding, or unsuccessful due to 

lack of funds, or in some cases due to not meeting the requisite scientific standard. This is stiff competition by 

anyone's standards! A ranked list of recommendations is then considered by the Grants Delivery Group for a 

final funding decision. 

Anonymous comments will be sent with your decision letter, and the feedback may be helpful  if you submit a 

new proposal in the future. 

We have amended our resubmissions policy to accept only invited resubmissions. We no longer allow the 

resubmission of any previously unsuccessful proposals, unless applicants have been specifically invited to do 

so. 

 

10. If you are successful... 

Congratulations, and we hope your project goes well. 

However, if difficulties arise such as delays in recruitment, staff illness, replacements, or changes to the work 

plan then please let us know immediately. Under the Research Funding Guide rules you will not need to notify 

us of virements of funds between headings and no supplementation will be allowed 

  

We hope you have found these notes useful and wish you success with your proposal.  

 

Version: October 2015 
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Appendix 2  How to Write a Successful Research Proposal: 

Ten Golden Rules 
By Dr Eleanor Robson 

 

0. Shop around 

 The big funding bodies’ themed calls usually have fewer applicants than open ones; can you target 

your application to one of those? 

 Ask a trusted permanently employed colleague if she will act as your nominal PI within schemes you 

are not eligible to apply for yourself. 

 Look beyond the big funding bodies, especially for smaller grants: subject- or area-specific learned 

societies, British Academy country-specific agreements, etc. 

1. Sell your proposal 

 Surprisingly enough, your fascinating research topic isn’t self-evidently interesting. Above all, you will 

need to justify why anyone else should care about it. 

 Explain the topic. Why is it interesting? Why is it novel? Why does it matter? Imagine you are 

addressing a reader who’s constantly asking, ‘So what?’ 

 A useful strategy is to present it as a case study, or a way into examining a much bigger issue, so that 

your project becomes about much more than just itself. 

2. Focus on research 

 For funding bodies research means activity that will lead to the creation of new knowledge. 

Assembling primary data, editing books, and organising conferences may all be valuable stages in the 

research process but should not be presented as ends in themselves. 

 Formulate the project around a particular question or problem that you want the answer to, not 

around a body of material you want to work on. 

 Limit yourself to a single project! We all have side-projects on the go, but don’t give the impression 

you’re spreading yourself too thin to fulfil your core commitments. 

3. Explain yourself 

 Choose a clear and engaging title that says what the project is going to accomplish. 

 Jargon and technical terminology are part of the rhetoric of persuasion and authority — but so is the 

ability to explain that jargon succinctly and unpatronisingly. 

 Write for an intelligent but non-expert readership, and try out drafts on non-expert friends. Rewrite 

until they get what you’re on about! 

4. Sound convincing 

 A research proposal is not a legally binding document; it doesn’t matter if you change your mind 

between now and the end of the research project. In other words it doesn’t have to be true but it 

does have to be plausible. 

 What approach(es) will you take to the subject and why is it/are they appropriate? Do you have the 

requisite skills (e.g., languages, statistics) already; and if not how will you acquire them? 

 Be as concrete as you can. Examples are good; quantification is good; relevant pictures are good. 
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5. Situate your work 

 Who has worked on the topic before? Are there any good articles or books you can draw on—or bad 

ones you can kick against? Are there useful approaches, theories, methodologies from other subjects 

or disciplines that you can apply to it? 

 What sources and resources will you need, and where are they located? If appropriate, do you have 

permission to work on them and are there any extra costs involved? 

 Why work in the place you have chosen? Facilities, infrastructure, research groups, colleagues? 

6. Plan appropriate output(s) 

 The funding body will expect something to show for your research. Who will want to know about it? 

Explain who your audiences will be, both academic and non-academic. 

 How will you communicate your results most effectively to them: through conferences, articles, a 

monograph, online publication, websites, and/or other media? 

 Address the current hot issues of impact and outreach proportionately. 

7. Justify your time and costs 

 Can you show that this is an appropriately-sized topic and not just an undergraduate supervision 

essay—or an entire lifetime’s work? 

 You may have to budget for equipment, support staff and/or travel. Be reasonable but realistic 

 —don’t skimp on time allocation in particular! Work takes longer than we like to think... 

 Consider applying to other funders for conference grants, etc., and make a virtue of it if you do. 

8. Follow the guidelines 

 Read, reread and highlight the guidelines and follow them to the letter. Make sure you use the 

recommended headings in the project description, for instance, in the right order. 

 If you are not explicitly asked to follow a particular structure, the British Academy’s old instructions to 

applicants for their Postdoctoral Fellowship scheme are sensible ones to follow: the proposal should 

clearly specify the context and research objectives of the study, describe the methodology to be used, 

and set out a realistic research programme for the duration of the fellowship. 

 Respect the rules about what is an eligible expense and what is not. 

9. Look professional 

 Write to the word limit. You want plausible detail, but no-one expects you to have done exhaustive 

research at this stage. Nor should you bore your readers with unnecessary waffle. 

 Show that you have given serious consideration to ethical issues (e.g., interview consent) and data 

preservation (if appropriate) and are working within recognised disciplinary standards. 

 Pay attention to the appearance of the proposal on the page or screen. Proofread repeatedly and ask 

others to proofread too: few writers catch all of their own typos. 

10. Ask for help 

 Don’t just ask your supervisor, referees and/or immediate colleagues to read through the proposal 

but try it out on friends and family too. 

 Use your departmental/school grants administrator effectively: book her time in advance, and plan 

ahead for internal committee and submission deadlines. 

 Ask the funding body’s support staff for advice on eligibility, handling online applications, etc. This 
cannot disadvantage you!  
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Appendix 3:  Notes from UK Research Office briefing on European Research 

Council Starting Grants 

 
These notes are based on attendance at a briefing organised by the UK Research Office (UKRO) and further 

information can be found on the UKRO website: http://www.ukro.ac.uk/. You may have to access the 

subscribers’ section of the website from within the University. 

 

General points 

 Do not be put off by the references to “science” – applications can come from any area of scholarship, 

not just from the sciences. 

 This scheme specifically wants the PI to direct a team in which they will play the leading role. It is 

designed to give early career researchers the opportunity to build their own research teams. If the 

proposed team includes colleagues with more experience and/or academic seniority than the 

proposed PI, then those team members would still be under the PI’s direction. The ERC prefers to see 

teams concentrated in single institutions for this reason – the thinking here is that PIs who are new to 

managing will find it difficult to deal with the challenges of a multi-site team. 

 The scheme funds ‘frontier research’, so the application must demonstrate the cutting-edge 

nature of the proposed project. Thus the scheme is potentially a good place to apply for: 

o Interdisciplinary proposals 

o Proposals in new and emerging fields 

o Proposals which develop new techniques 

o Proposals which are ’high risk / high gain’ 

 You must demonstrate that your project will have a significant impact on your academic field (not on 

policy) 

Eligibility criteria 

 2-7 years post PhD. This period can be extended if you have previously taken maternity leave. 

 Applicants do not need to be in a current employment relationship with the proposed host institution, 

but the host institution needs to provide a commitment to hosting you for the duration of the project. 

The host can be any legal entity, not just a Higher Education Institution. 

Costing 

 Up to 100% of salary can be funded. 

 4-5 years is the general length of grants and the overall figure is pro-rata with 5 years as the baseline. 

 You are expected to write at least a page of text to explain Part B2 Section 2(c). on Justification of 

costs. Do not leave this to the last minute. Completion of this is the PI’s responsibility in conjunction 

with their relevant Research Grant Administrator.  

 Don’t forget to budget for inflation in your salary 

 Include audit costs, Open Access costs. 

Submission and evaluation 

 This is a single stage application, but peer reviewers will look at different parts at separate stages. Part 

B1 of the form will be assessed at stage one and should be written for a more generalist audience. Part 

http://www.ukro.ac.uk/
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B1 and B2 will be looked at during stage two. B2 will be reviewed by remote reviewers who are 

experts in the field and should be written to this audience. Minimise copy and pasting between B1 

and B1. 

 The timing of the deadline is always 1700 Brussels time (i.e. 1600 UK time) 

 The ERC has set up peer review panels which judge submissions on alternate years. 

 Do NOT leave it until the last minute to dig out your PhD certificate. You cannot apply without it. 

 50% of the assessment judges the quality of the project, 50% the quality of the PI. 

Your track record 

 Show that you are recognised by others as an excellent researcher (are you a peer reviewer or 

consultant, for example? Who noticed your publications?) 

 Don’t just write a list of your achievements – add explanations. You don’t have to list all your 

publications, you could include a link to your webpage. 

 Assessors do look at personal websites – make sure yours has nothing on it you wouldn’t want the 

panel to see. 

 Use the ERC’s own language (by using ‘science’ in the broad sense meaning scholarship, as they do). 

 Make sure to explain how your work relates to the state-of-the-art in the expanded synopsis. 
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Appendix 4:  Thoughts on Applying for British Academy Postdoctoral 

Fellowships 

By a British Academy Assessor in 2010 

 
Postdoctoral Fellowships (PDFs) are increasingly seen as a stage on the normal career-path of academics. The 

young academic now tends to go from PhD to Postdoc and then (hopefully) into a permanent academic 

position. The trouble is that there are not enough PDFs to go round. Still, any PhD who has a chance of an 

academic career nowadays should be able to make a credible application for a PDF. 
 

The following notes focus on one part of this process, namely how British Academy PDFs are assessed. They 

focus specifically on the experience of one assessor, who has been involved in making assessments for a 

number of years. What do I look for? What makes me assess a proposal highly? Understanding this bit of the 

process may be helpful in shaping your application by showing you the elements to highlight. But always bear 

in mind that there are no tricks or sleight of hand that can turn a weak proposal into a strong one. There is no 

way you can give a proposal substance simply by slick presentation. However, I've grieved too often over 

potentially strong proposals that were ruined by being poorly argued. I would stress that this little paper 

represents the views of only one assessor. Although all assessors work to a standard pro-forma, and in my 

experience are very conscientious, there is inevitably an element of subjectivity. You might get a slightly 

different picture from another assessor. I am always impressed, however, by the degree of consensus that 

emerges from the assessment, which does suggest the system has integrity. 
 

I look for the following absolute basics in an application, which it has to meet if it is to get off first base: 
 

(1) The proposal has to be clearly set out, and argue a good case. 

"Argue" is important here. I need to be convinced that it is worth doing, and that means that it adds in a useful 

way to the sum of human knowledge. There are all sorts of things that can be researched that haven't been 

researched before, but that in itself doesn't make them worth doing. I've seen too many proposals which 

offered to rescue some thinker from well-deserved obscurity, or which were the academic equivalent of train-

spotting (candidates for an Ignobel Prize), or which proposed some clever bit of intellectual gymnastics which 

left me thinking, "So what?" The emphasis on the wider usefulness of research and its wider impact is being 

increasingly stressed, and I believe rightly so. After all, we're spending tax-payers' money, and society has a 

right to expect some sort of payback. 
 

Don't try to be clever or complicated or try too hard to "scintillate" or to "blind the assessors with science". 

Avoid jargon, however fashionable. If I read an application which I struggle to understand, I don't think that's 

because I'm dense. I think that the applicant has fallen down on the job of making themselves clear to me, and 

suspect they don't really know themselves what they're talking about. The single most important factor for me 

is the quality of the proposal: it over-rides all other considerations (e.g. ambivalent references, PhD still not 

examined, poor institutional statement, lack of publications). Tell me a good story which explains exactly what 

you are going to do, convinces me it is well worth doing, and shows me exactly how you will get to the desired 

goal, and I'll give you a second hearing. 
 

(2) The proposal has to go beyond the PhD.  

It's a balancing act. If the proposal looks too close to the PhD then I mark it down. It is instant death if it looks 
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like you are applying for a PDF simply to revise your doctorate for publication. This, by the way, doesn't apply 

to all PDFs. Some are actually intended to support you to write up your doctorate for publication, but the 

British Academy PDFs are meant to help you move beyond your doctoral research, to find your next research 

topic. One comment I've heard again and again from assessors when discussing a proposal is: "It looks too like 

the doctorate". In my experience the biggest challenge an early career researcher faces is finding a fruitful and 

viable research subject beyond the doctorate. On the other hand I've seen proposals that were so far away 

from the doctorate that I'm left wondering how the candidate thinks they are qualified and trained to tackle 

the topic. I'm looking on the one hand for an organic link, yet at the same time a clear push into new fields. 
 

(3) There has to be a good institutional match.  

In other words I need to be convinced that the candidate is going to hold the PDF at an institution that can 

support well their particular line of research. Believe me, I have absolutely no prior disposition in favour of 

particular HEIs, but I need to see a case made that the institution chosen is a good place to do the research. 

HEIs are very keen to have PDFs because they contribute to their research profile (as well as subsidize their 

teaching). A candidate with a real chance of an award can, to a degree, pick and choose where they go, so it is 

important to choose somewhere where your research will be well supported. I am sometimes surprised where 

candidates choose to study particular subjects. I can think of much better places (e.g. where there would be 

senior colleagues working in cognate fields, or where the library resources are much better in the chosen field 

of research). 
 

Assessors have to grade applications on a scale of 1 (low) to 7 (high) on a proforma, which has the following 

fields: 
 

(1) Scholarly importance: this covers the intrinsic merit of the topic and its potential impact on the 

immediate and cognate fields. It is not just a question of the assessor recognizing the importance: they 

may or may not. You've got to demonstrate it. 

 

(2) Ability:  this relates to the applicant's ability to carry out the proposed research. It has to be clear that 

your previous study and research have thoroughly equipped you to do the work you propose. Note in 

this regard the section on the application "Language competence (if applicable)". This is not just for 

decoration. I have seen applications in which candidates proposed detailed exegesis of texts in a 

foreign language which they didn't seem to know! 

 

(3) Feasibility: is the programme feasible both in terms of its methodology and its timescale? As far as I 

am concerned you don't have to have a sophisticated methodology, only one that is sound, 

appropriate and able to deliver the results. Early career researchers sometimes seem to think that 

they can give greater credibility to their research by grabbing some fashionable methodology and 

applying it to their topic. These methodologies may indeed be useful, but don't drag them in 

uncritically or for effect. "Timescale" comes down to whether you can do what you propose to do in 

the time allotted. There is a tendency to promise too much, perhaps in a desire to impress -- to give 

good value for money! And some applicants produce over- detailed work-plans which would have 

them working like automata nine hours a day for the duration of the fellowship. Nobody works like 

that! It is a balancing act: some proposals promise too little, others too much. It might be useful to get 
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a senior colleague to cast an experienced eye over this part of the application. 

 

(4) Specificity:  how well defined is the proposed research programme? This is common sense. You have 

to have a very clearly defined research topic, which is original and important, which you are qualified 

to do, and which you can complete with substantial outcomes in the time allotted. All the bits have to 

fit together to argue the case. 

 

(5) Publication record: This is glossed: "Is the applicant's publication record to date appropriate to their 

current stage of career development?" I find this a tricky one. Applications in my experience differ 

widely on the number of publications cited, from a major monograph and a few articles in ranking 

journals at one end of the spectrum to maybe a book review and an article submitted for publication 

at the other. Each may be appropriate to the stage of career development! So how does this criterion 

work? Let me make two points. First there is a growing trend towards early publication for early career 

researchers. Increasingly doctoral students are being encouraged to try and get something published 

or accepted for publication before they have finished the doctorate: it might be a few book reviews, or 

a short article (maybe in a middle-ranking journal, or in a conference proceedings), and more and 

more seem to be achieving this. 

 

Second, publication tends to weigh with me in marginal situations. Say I am pondering two proposals 

which are very much on a par, substantial publication may tilt the balance. The same goes for 

completed v. uncompleted doctorate. This strikes me as completely logical. An applicant with a 

completed doctorate and a monograph with a major academic press has had their work validated by 

experts in a way that one with an uncompleted doctorate and no publications has not. Promise is not 

enough. I have seen immensely promising students who never realized their potential. 
 

(6) Academic quality.  This is glossed: "Please indicate if the applicant has demonstrated clear knowledge 

of how their research fits into their field, and how original and innovative it is". Knowledge of the 

relationship of your research to the wider field in which you work is a long-standing criterion for most 

doctorates, which will often be probed in the viva. It becomes even more important at post-doctoral 

level. So make sure you show you can see the bigger picture. Originality is obvious: you've got to be 

saying something new. "Innovative" is more tricky. For me this relates fundamentally to methodology: 

the application of new techniques of analysis. I feel I can't demand innovation. Splendid work can be 

done with very traditional methodologies, but a really innovative methodology (provided it is sound!) 

may indicate that the research has potentially wide impact across its field, and even beyond (see 

under (1) above). 

 

(7) Intended outputs/outcomes.  Glossed: "Is the applicant's intended output(s) appropriate? Please 

include a characterisation of this as unrealistic, weak, plausible, strong, or outstanding." Here I would 

recall the point made under (3) above about not promising too much or too little. There is another 

point, however, to bear in mind. In my particular field the obvious outcome is academic publication (a 

monograph and/or articles). This is fine, but it becomes a bit predictable, and it may be worth thinking 

of "non-standard" ways of disseminating your results (popular talks, websites, workshops, the media 
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etc). Bear in mind the growing emphasis within universities and academia on "knowledge transfer". 

Don't drag in non-standard dissemination needlessly, just to tick a box: only propose it if it is 

appropriate; but it's worth thinking about, since it might make this part of your application stand out. 

 

Assessors are asked to assess applications in each of these fields on the 1-7 scale, with comments justifying 

their scores. Then they are asked to give an overall grade again on the scale 1-7. This is not an average of the 

other grades, but a fresh judgement in the light of scores for the various fields. A final box on the pro- forma 

allows them to add any other comments that might clarify their assessment. Filling in PDF applications can be a 

time-consuming and stressful business (as can assessing them!), but if you aim for an academic career it is a 

fact of life, and I would argue it is a valuable exercise, because it is all about achieving clarity of thought and 

clarity of purpose. A good proposal is the key, but don't forget the other parts of the application. In my 

experience, most applicants under-work these. And remember these are not official pronouncements but 

personal reflections of an "old hand". 

 

Good luck! 


